
The Outline of Paradise – an Artwork Recontextualizing Synthetic Biology

Conceptual description – short version
 

Sustainable luminosity is a product that can be manufactured with the help of synthetic biology. At 
the moment it exists only in fiction – but this art project could change that. 

 
The project proposes an exhibition: in this would be staged the manufacture of a fictional product, 
“Sustainable Luminosity”, a lighting method for cities that is sustainable and natural. Luciferin in 
glowworms provides light that is superior in its intensity and in its efficiency to any technological 
light source. The product would like to take the mating behaviour of glowworms as a imitable exam-
ple for advertising media in our cities. Illuminated advertising, instead of being controlled electroni-
cally would be formed of flying mosquitoes, equipped with a light emitting gene and having received 
specialist flight training.

 Synthetic biology is a new, rapidly developing branch of life sciences in which knowledge and product 
are in an inseparable relationship: principally, the design of new substances and organisms allows 
insight into the workings of nature – to get the natural programability of organisms. Products of 
biotechnology – here especially synthetic biology – arise in a working process, which design and 
experiment link. The resulting artifacts normatively contribute back to our culture and make it clear 
that art and science are faced with a common task.

 The methods of biotechnology are new and only partially researched. The artwork focuses on the 
narratives which lead to research projects. The identification  of needs and the construction of new 
products are, in the era of technology, knowledge obtained first through making*, a engine of not 
only of techno-science, but also of culture. The intention of the project is to responsibly incorporate 
art into this process. 

What is the objective of the project?

 The project develops a sustainable form of illuminated signage for cities by the means of synthetic 
biology. It takes up the promise of synthetic biology, gives the technology a more natural look, and 
the manufacture a more environmentally friendly one, and develops a product that would like to be 
not only a technological, but also an aesthetic improvement on its conventional predecessors. The 
example of luminous and formation-flying mosquitoes would illustrate in an exemplary manner the 
prospects and problematics in developing this form of future design, and proposes an integrative 
approach of art and science to answer the questions emerging from it.  The narrative, that emerges 
out of product need, encounters the course of technological processes and writes collaboratively  our 
future everyday culture. Science is understood as a cultural technique and as such is staged sculp-
turally. The installation thus enables a sensory experience of the material, actually spatial processes 
that underpin of the basis of contemporary biotechnology.

 This will be achieved with a sculptural, interactive (sound-)installation, which converts the minia-
turized processes of biology to a landscape of pools, mosquitoes, light and sound feedback. The sculp-
ture stages the habitats of the insects and their ecological niche, the contextual conditions in which 
the insects carry out their metabolism and their metamorphosis. By illustrating the habitat of the 
insects and their conditioning through the biotechnology, aesthetic frameworks are produced, before 
which the cultural and technological artifacts are evaluated. 

  

 *„Technoscience knows only one way of gaining new knowledge and that is by first making a new 
world.” Alfred Nordmann1)



Project description - The Outline of Paradise

The Project What would our cities look like if advertising messages were produced not from artificial lighting but 
from swarming midges, glowing like fireflies? Would this natural light production not also be sen-
suously much more appealing than the techno aesthetic of  conventional advertising? The “Outline of 
Paradise” explores the promises and capabilities of technoscience and develops an installation out of 
these narratives. It sets the technology towards a natural, sensual aesthetic, which would be natural 
and sustainable.

 In order to implement this new technology, a natural light source, which has been produced by 
nature, should be used and modified: from those animals that live in the dark which have formed 
their own light organ. In the deep sea, it enables orientation - at night it helps a firefly in attracting 
a mate. „Sustainable Luminosity“ takes up this suggestion of nature and makes use of this light emit-
ting capability.

 Sustainable Luminosity should take as a model the form of a swarm of glow worms in the act of 
wooing a partner, and develop new advertising media for cities. For the installation we would  train 
non-biting midges (Chironomidae) to fly in a way that their swarm takes the shape of advertisement 
messages. The insects are genetically modified to glow in the dark and to alter their genetic make-up 
according to the training and sound input we provide them. This initial training would be inherited 
over generations and keeps the swarm in shape. In this manner breeding for larvae can be purchased 
as an individual product and therefore introduced into the market.

The Place The project finds its realization in an installation for an art exhibition. The installations stages a small 
“Paradise”. A paradise is a place that develops it‘s beauty „beyond the walls“. This would be described 
as analog, such as is done by biotechnology in its work in shielded laboratories. What does it mean 
when this wall gradually breaks? What interactions are put in place if the products of synthetic bio-
logy come back into everyday life and a natural environment? This is a question for the artwork and 
so it stages a gradual confrontation between the speculative products of synthetic biology and our 
daily lives and the world outside the laboratory. The installation is accompanied by a video projection 
in the window of a business nearby to the exhibition space. 

Groundwork With super-cell.org there originated in 2010 the first online supermarket of synthetic biology. It was 
created by my students as a speculative design project within the iGEM competition, a student com-
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petition at MIT in Boston. The team was a collaboration of students of Prof. Roland Eils, Bioquant / 
Ruprecht-Karls-University of Heidelberg, and staff and students of my chair at the Bauhaus Universi-
ty Weimar (see link below).

 As part of the super-cell, I developed the product „sustainable luminosity“ as a model for the subse-
quently resulting products of my students. 

 Today I wish, unlike my students, to experience my work as an artist not only virtually - therefore I‘ve 
started to breed mosquitoes, their larvae made available to  me from the Senckenberg Institute, to 
train them in a sound feedback Installation so that their swarms fly in formations. The installation 
shall examine formally the material and installative realities the tasks that in everyday interactions 
would occur when fantasies become real. 

 Today I wish, unlike my students, to experience my work as an artist not only virtually - therefore I‘ve 
started to breed mosquitoes, their larvae made available to  me from the Senckenberg Institute, to 
train them in a sound feedback Installation so that their swarms fly in formations. The installation 
shall examine formally the material and installative realities the tasks that in everyday interactions 
would occur when fantasies become real. 

 http://www.super-cell.org; http://www.uni-weimar.de/medien/wiki/GMU:Synthetic_Biology

The Exhibit In a screened showroom non-biting midges (Chironomidae) will be bred and trained. In many small 
dishes mosquito eggs and larvae swim in sand and water. They are ventilated and supplied with 
abundant natural light. The bowls are topped by towers of mosquito aviaries, so the mosquitoes 
cannot escape when they hatch. These cages are the place where the mosquitoes swarm. The choice 
of midges (Chironomus Riparius, a laboratory strain) allows for captive breeding.

 In each of these „cages“ is found a matrix of speakers, which are used to sonicate the mosquitoes 
with the sound of flapping wings, and so they can learn their behavior by the acoustically simulated 
presence of counterparts, and in turn control this.

The Training 1. How can the mosquitoes be trained? How can you influence the behavior of mosquitoes? 
Natural midges (chironomidae) form swarms with the shape of a circulating sphere. The swarms con-
sists of male adults congregating for courtship3). They are organized through the sound of the wing 
beats of female midges. Midges are sensitive to sounds within the range of the wing beat of their 
species. These sounds are normally ± 50 Hz around the specific frequency. Our system uses the aural 
sensitivity of chironomidae and organizes them with synthetic wing beating sounds.

 2. How can letters be taught to insects? How can we teach the alphabet to midges? 
As chironommidae are sensitive to sound, we use a real-time sound spatialisation system to teach 
the midges. Until now we are only able to produce clouds of midges forming a simple LED Font. 

Lautsprecher-Anordnung im Alphabet zum Trainig der Mücken

placement of 
loudspeakers

Alphabet:

effective range
of loudspeaker

How can Letters be tought to Insects? How can we teach the alphabet to midges?
As chironommidae are sensitive to sound, we use a real-time sound spatialisation 
system to teach the midges. Until now we are only able to produce clouds of midges 
forming a simple LED Font
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 A simplified LED font alphabet helps to simplify the learning process of the mosquitoes. The letters of the 
alphabet are divided into nine glyphs (see Figure). To teach midges the alphabet, letters are coded with nine 
different sounds (assigned to the nine glyphs of the letters) within this range. Through the spatial placement of 
the loudspeakers midges learn to react in a certain spatial manner to polyphonic tones by memorizing sound 
frequencies and the letter-related collective behavior of their swarm.

 
 

Midges are sensitive to sounds within the range of the wing beat of their species. 
This sounds are normally ± 50 Hz around the specific frequence.
To teach midges the alphabet, letters are coded with nine different sounds withing this range. 
Through the spatial placement of the loudspeakers midges learn to react in a 
certain manner to polyphonic tones by memorizing sound frequencies and the letter-related
collective behaviour of their swarm.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9   

Natural midges (chironomidae) form swarms with the shape of a circulating
sphere. The swarms consists of male adults congregating for courtship.
They are organized through the sound of the wingbeats of the male midges. 
Our system uses the sensitivity of chironomidae for sound and organize 
them with synthetic wing beat sound. 

above:  Fly pahts of wild type chironomidae
right:  Sound system for the neuronal training of the
 midges

Installation with loudspeakers, spatial arrangement
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the installation set-up 

in a breeding facility in Poland
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 The setup of the installation 
 The installation deals with the relationship of technology to the ecological niche of their agents. To attain 

evolution for the purposes of training, many small isolated units are formed instead of a large pond. 
  The system in which synthetic biology is nowadays developed is a closed one, because there is no 

method to predict what risks to the environment a genetically modified organism is equipped with. There-
fore, the system of mosquito breeding must also be a closed one. Moreover, trained mosquitoes here have 
to be separated from the untrained ones, in order to transfer only the trained animals for breeding. Then it 
is for sure only a successful generation of mosquitoes that are accepted to improve the training results to 
the next series. 

 The „Paradise“ to be created consists of an array of tents (from mosquito nets) in the form of several 
round, interconnected aviaries (see Figure). In these, bloodworms are bred in small mud pools. The largest 
room of the camp is set up with the speakers that attract and train the midges. In other rooms, the mos-
quitoes are to be observed at different stages of their metamorphosis. These spaces are used for sorting 
and separating the animals, and ultimately for breeding.

  Besides this breeding station there should be provided a projection in urban areas - for example, in a 
shopping mall and pedestrian zone. A projection would be shown in a shop window there. In this projec-
tion we see this same shopping street, but instead of neon signs, simulated mosquitoes are used.



Technology in ethical / aesthetic discourse

 Genetic manipulation and respective „enhancement“ of the mosquito is matched by a process of „epigenetic“ 
training. The installation will be staged so as to illustrate the stages of training the mosquitoes. It attempts, 
on the basis of the living conditions of the mosquitoes, to form a holistic view of the technology, in which 
„breeding“ occurs here as a way of shaping nature alongside engineering, and points to epigenetics and their 
influence on the expression of genetic predispositions. In turn, the illustration of the „growth process“ makes 
the sensory apparatus of mosquitoes clear and thus enacts a deep intervention in the entire life cycle of the 
animals. Sustainable Luminosity addresses a typical problematic position in which conventional technologies 
are „inartificial“  due to being bio-organically created, and thus more „sustainable“ technologies are promoted 
as a problem-solving potential of synthetic biology. That here instead of bacteria – the usual manipulative 
organisms of genetic engineering – higher organisms are used, is a trick that will allow for human empathy. At 
the same time the question arises to what extent higher organisms should be subject in the future to synthe-
tic biology for human purposes, and what type of models can be imagined for collective living across species 
borders.

Technology
Fireflies are winged beetles and known for their ability to attract mates or prey by emitting light. The light-
emitting molecule is called luciferin. The energy efficiency of the light emitted by luciferin is far higher than 
every known technicnological light source. While bioluminescence has gained a high importance in medical 
technology, its value as a light source is still underdeveloped. Actually its use for screens and lighting is being 
investigated all around the world. Based on these considerations, students from Cambridge worked in 2010 
on a continuous lighting process out of luciferin during their iGEM project Eglowy (http://2010.igem.org/
Team:Cambridge/Bioluminescence). 

 By inducing a luminescent organ in chironomus riparius, we want to profit from the ability of the firefly to glow 
and from the swarming capacity of chironomid midges. The project follows a natural lighting concept without 
the technoid look of light bulbs or neon tubes. Here, we would like to discuss the aesthetics of technology and 
nature in the design of our cities.

 The feasibility of the project is based on earlier studies:
 - iGEM Team Cambridge 2010. http://2010.igem.org/Team:Cambridge/Bioluminescence
 - Chittka, L. and Niven, J. 2009. Are Bigger Brains Better? Current Biology 19, _R995–R1008, November 17

 For the implementation of the laboratory experiments, there is a liason with the „Bioquant“ of the University 
of Heidelberg (Prof. Roland Eils). Based on research findings on Drosophila (gene knock-outs, induction of new 
limbs) it should be attempted here to induce the light emitting gene of  the firefly in Chironomus riparius. 

 This work will first of all be experimental, but should be documented for the exhibition. The following questions 
will be explored here: 

 - What does it mean for the body of the fly, if it forms a light organ? What does it mean for the sensory  
 apparatus of the fly, when their counterparts glow?

 - Will the mating behavior of mosquitoes be affected?
 - Are light patterns inherited, such as is known from fireflies?
 -        which demands would such flies put on the environment?

 2. Sound feedback installation
 Through sound feedback an installation will set up to experimentally learn the behavior of mosquitoes. The 

installation will be planned and programmed by a musician. The fundamentals of the bioacoustics are found in 
the source data 4) and 5).

 We will start with an aquarium that has a surround sound installation. A camera will survey the mosquito be-
havior and outlines possible flight paths of mosquitoes. Building upon these trials, the large installation will be 
planned.

 3. Animation
 The installation will be accompanied by a film that represents the new illuminated advertising design for the 

cities and will report on production processes and problems.
 The film will be mostly animated. (Thomas Hawranke, media artist). 
 The first sequences are here: https://vimeo.com/37476923
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above: street lamp distroysthe order of sustainable luminosity
below: person dissipating a swarm by entering it

Links in the web:
http://ursuladamm.de/sustainable-luminosity
https://vimeo.com/37476923
http://english.cntv.cn/program/cultureexpress/20110729/104580.shtml




